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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
AttemptAlI queslions.
Thefigwes in the moiin indicate Fall Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessuy.

The ball at A is kicked such that ge=30o. If it is shikes the ground at B having
co-ordinates x=15 ft and 5-9 ft" detennine the speed at which it is kicked. t4l

Anouledischarges a stream of water of cross sectional area A:4000 mm2 wittr a speed
v = 48m/sec, and the stream is deflected by a fixed vane which is moving in the same
direction of water flow with constant speed of 16 m/sec as shown in figure. The mass

density of water p=1000 kg/m3. Determine the resultant forse exerted on the stream by
the fixed vane and maximum power developed. [s+3]

DeIine angular momentum for a rigid body in plane motion with examples.

A 20-lb projectile is moving with a velocity of 100 ff/s when it explodes into two
fragments A and B, weighing 5 Ib and 15 lb, respectively. Knowing that immediately

after the explosion, fragments A and B travel in directions defined respectively by 0o:45o
and 0s=30o, determine the velocity of each fragment.
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5' Define coriolis acceJeration-of a rigid body.in gpqut ptane motion For the figr'e shoumknowing that at the instant shorm tie 
"ag;i-ry "'r[i"ti i. z.rrr, up*rq ai.*i* r.lihe angurarverocityofrod AB, o) me vetoci'ryoin, Jap"i.i ofrod BD.

Each of gear A and B h:ris, of 2.5 Kg and-radius of g;mtion of lfit mm inch,,hilegear C has a weight of l2j kg and ilip of g)rrationii-ISo mm. A corryle M ofmagnitude of l0 N-m is appliedt g*" C.-prtrrro'ir. ;iilb"r;f renolution of gear c
t$f,f,rt*X$f;:Ocitv to-increase no* IobIo;S ,pn, d th";;d;r";
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